
 

In communication, language & literacy we are 

going to: 

*Develop our own inquiry questions.   

*Imagine and recreate roles in the role-play 

area and small world area. 

*Write recognisable letters when segmenting to 

write CVC words. 

*Learn and use new vocabulary from texts. 

*Continue to learn Phase 3 phonic sounds and 

some tricky words- to read and write. 

*Begin to independently segment to write 

simple words. 

*Develop writing labels and captions. 

*Begin to compose and write short simple 

sentences. 
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In mathematics we are going to:  

* Develop counting 1:1 correspondence to 

add and subtract two 1 digit numbers. 

*Recognise, write and order numbers to 20.  

*Recognise, name and describe properties 

of 3D shapes. 

*Develop our understanding of halving, 

doubling and sharing. 

*Identify and use money.  

* Begin to solve problems – using methods 

we have already learnt.  

 

 

In expressive art & design we are going to: 

*Draw our own story setting 

*Use a variety of materials to create a main 

character. 

*Use junk modeling to create a castle. 

*Learn medieval songs and traditional 

dances. 

*Plan and design our own shields. 

*Design and build our own ship. 

*Create our own battle plan – using 

beebots. 

 

 

 

In physical development we are going to: 

*Take part in finger gym every morning. 

*Develop using a range of tools such as scissors 

and tweezers. 

*Develop pencil control when writing. 

*Develop using correct letter formation. 

*Develop co-ordination and balance.  

*Manipulate playdough in a variety of ways. 

*Continue to move around the classroom and 

outdoor area with confidence and safety, being 

aware of spaces and others. 

*Take part in weekly PE and gymnastics lessons. 

In personal, social and emotional 

development we are going to: 

* Continue to follow class and school rules 

(class covenant). 

*Have kind hands when playing. 

*Continue to work together to earn school 

merits and class popcorn letters. 

*Talk about themselves and their feelings 

through circle time. 

*Begin to resolve our own conflicts.   

*Develop reflecting on our behaviour. 

*Develop reflecting on our progress with 

our learning. 

In understanding of the world we are going 

to: 

* Investigate the features of castles and 

experience castle life (banquets, jousting). 

* Learn about different castles around the 

world. 

*Investigate the Roman time. 

*Continue to program beebots and create 

simple algorithms.  

*Learn how to keep ourselves safe when 

crossing a road. 

*Investigate a healthy diet for our banquet.  

 

 

 

 


